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Abstract
Nutritional rehabilitation plays a central role in the treatment of eating
disorders, and the varied plans recommended; however, it is noteworthy that
the details of this aspect of treatment are rarely specified and little has been
written on the theoretical principles behind the different approaches. This report
describes our approach in sufficient detail to allow our outcomes to be replicated
and compared with other programs. Our approach to meal planning has been
referred to as “mechanical eating” and consists of a structured eating program
in which quantity of food consumed, type of food consumed and spacing of
meals, are all specified in advance. This approach is designed to temporarily
remove decision-making associated with eating and relies on a set of rules for
starting, maintaining, and stopping eating designed to override the complex
physiological and psychological cues that typically disrupt normal eating among
those with eating disorders. It diverges markedly from the Exchange System
recommended in many nutritional rehabilitation programs. It relies heavily on
using commercially available packaged meals and prescribing the exact number
of Calories to be consumed throughout the day. Body weight is checked on
each treatment day and Calories are adjusted to promote steady weight gain in
anorexia nervosa and weight stabilization in other eating disorders when weight
suppression is less prominent. We have anticipated potential criticisms of this
approach and have provided the theoretical and practical basis for our model.
Keywords: Anorexia nervosa; Eating disorders; Nutritional rehabilitation;
Body weight

Introduction

follow so that our outcomes [3] can be compared to other programs.

The plan for nutritional rehabilitation varies significantly
between different eating disorder programs. Despite the central role
of nutritional rehabilitation in the treatment of eating disorders, and
the varied plans recommended, it is noteworthy that the details of this
aspect of treatment are rarely specified and there is even less written
on the theoretical principles behind the different approaches. Hart,
Franklin, Russell & Abraham [1] reviewed 26 papers describing the
feeding methods used in the inpatient treatment of Anorexia Nervosa
(AN) and conclude that there are no evidence-based guidelines for
the best and safest method for nutritional rehabilitation comparing
four different feeding methods: 1) food only, 2) high energy food
supplements plus food, 3) nasogastric feeding and 4) Total Parenteral
Nutrition (TPN). Most papers reviewed describe two or more of these
methods applied during treatment. Similar findings are reported
by Garber and colleagues [2] in another recent review of inpatient
programs indicating that the most popular approaches to re-nutrition
use either meals only or combine meals with nasogastric feeding. Both
reviews recommend that all reports on refeeding should include, at
a minimum, admission and discharge BMI, weight change during
treatment and length of stay. The lack of detail regarding the feeding
regimes employed as well as the limited evidence on efficacy led to the
view that no conclusion could be offered regarding the most effective
method of achieving nutritional rehabilitation in AN. The aim of this
paper is to provide sufficient detail about our approach to facilitate
replication in other settings as well as understand the methods we

Our approach to nutritional rehabilitation has been employed for
more than 20 years in our Partial Hospitalization Program (PHP) and
Adolescent Residential Program (ARP) in Ohio and more recently in
two programs in New York. The Ohio PHP is for adults and combines
35 hours per week (11:30 am - 6:30 pm, 5 days-a-week, 7 hours-aday) of programmatic treatment with the option of independent
dormitory-style living outside of program hours at no additional cost.
The average age for those admitted to the PHP is 25.7 years (range:
18-67 years old). The ARP is 24 hours a day, 7 days-a-week; however,
patients are often stepped down to fewer days near discharge based
on clinical need and parent availability for monitoring. The average
age for adolescents is 15.5 years (range: 9-17 years). Both programs
follow a well-established evidence-based enhanced cognitivebehavioral treatment model that integrates individual, group, and
family therapy [4-8]. The nutritional rehabilitation component of our
structured approach, sometimes referred to as “mechanical eating,”
has been described earlier for outpatient treatment [9,10]. Because
of its meticulous attention to detail, the use of Calories (rather than
the exchange system) and the reliance on commercially available
packaged meals, our current approach to meal planning has been the
subject of some controversy, although to our knowledge, not in the
written literature. Thus, we will try to anticipate and address possible
concerns that could be raised about certain aspects of this highly
effective approach to nutritional rehabilitation.
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are to help patients: 1) achieve and maintain an appropriate body
weight, and 2) become more relaxed about the process of eating
evidenced by eating a wide variety and enough food without guilt
or resorting to dangerous compensatory behaviors. Most nutritional
programs recognize the importance of encouraging regular eating
patterns and incorporating previously avoided foods into the food
plan. One of the first steps in this process is nutrition education with
particular emphasis on dispelling myths about food and eating that are
typical of those suffering from eating disorders [10]. The response to
accurate information about eating and weight is central to mapping the
proper course of treatment that addresses motivational impediments
to change. Food, eating and weight are highly emotionally charged
topics and failure to present a clear rationale behind the approach to
nutritional rehabilitation can seriously impede motivation to change.

and the rationale in the initial assessment to increase compliance on
the first day of treatment. It is emphasized that this process is not
designed to take away control from patients but rather to ultimately
increase their sense of control and choice around food intake. Patients
are encouraged to accept the view that adherence to the structured
plan may be thought of as “an experiment” that will give them a better
understanding of the relationship between caloric intake and weight
[4,8]. Resistance can be diminished by reminding patients that they
are not making a commitment to permanent change by participating
in this “experiment” and it does not prohibit them from returning to
their eating disorder in the future if they are unhappy with recovery.
The aim of structured eating is to replace their current depleted state,
dietary chaos and sense of hopelessness with predictability, control
and possibly new options for the future.

Different systems employed for food intake and meal
planning

Goal weight range: It is well established that low discharge weights
are negatively associated with outcomes in studies of adolescent
and adult AN patients [14-21]. In multisite study, Steinhausen and
colleagues [22] present convincing data indicating the “strong effect
of insufficient weight gain during first admission and lower BMI at the
first discharge emphasizes the importance of adequate interventions”
(p. 29). Traditionally, objectively low body weight, usually measured
as BMI, has been the target for measuring outcome; however, recent
studies have identified the magnitude of weight suppression as an
important predictive variable in AN [23,24]. Determining the goal
weight range for an eating disorder patient entering treatment is not
a precise science since there are genetic and environmental factors
responsible for significant individual differences in expected body
weight. In setting goal weights, we are informed by highest past
high weights as well as growth chart trajectories, particularly for
adolescents. Patients begin treatment with the knowledge that they are
on a weight gain or a weight maintenance protocol but we generally do
not share an exact target weight range at the beginning of treatment.
It is explained that with enough information, we can usually arrive at
a good estimate of a healthy body weight; however, it is first necessary
to collect detailed information on their weight history, growth charts
and metabolic response to Calories prescribed during treatment.
Most patients initially disagree with goal weight ranges and it is
important to gently convey the notion that we really do not determine
body weight in the strict sense since it is their biology that establishes
and regulates body weight. Obviously, goal weight is a sensitive
topic for patients and discussions must be sensitive to the patient’s
level of insight and tolerance for change. As patients receive more
education on the biology of weight regulation and its implications
regarding their personal weight history, preliminary weight goals are
established and shared with the patient along with the knowledge that
the goal weight range may need to be adjusted over time. Again, it
is important to convey the concept of treatment as “an experiment”
designed to restore health, eliminate food preoccupations, and reduce
vulnerability to binge eating that can result in marked increases in
body weight.

In a review of feeding methods used in inpatient treatment of AN,
Hart and colleagues [11] reported that the most common protocol
was nasogastric feeding and food followed by high-energy liquid
supplements and food. In a separate review, Garber et al. [2] found
that meal-based approaches and nasogastric plus oral intake were both
common in inpatient treatment settings and that both can administer
higher Calorie levels safely in mildly or moderately malnourished
patients. Most inpatient programs for anorexia nervosa rely upon
meals alone for energy intake; however, a significant proportion either
combines meals or meal supplements with nasogastric feeding [12]. A
minority rely upon total parenteral nutrition for weight restoration.
There is some evidence for the success of non-hospital treatment
settings in weight restoration; however, most of the studies published
provide insufficient detail in the description of the nutritional
rehabilitation program to allow replication in other settings [2]. An
important consideration in describing nutritional rehabilitation for
AN as well as other eating disorders is the system for planning and
implementing meals.
Most authorities agree that planning meals in advance and eating
according to a schedule are useful strategies in the management of
eating disorders. However, descriptions of meal planning differ
markedly in the details of the approach. Recommendations diverge
in the degree to which structure and rigidity are applied to meal
planning. Some programs are highly structured and insist on
adherence to a specific plan for eating with clear rules pertaining to
the amounts and types of food to be eaten. Others are more flexible
and encourage patients to eat what is comfortable with gradual
progression toward improved eating patterns. In some cases, advice is
inconsistent. Sometimes there is a mix of planning meals in advance
alongside strategies that encourage flexibility or spontaneity in eating
with little attention to the potential impact of inconsistencies and
contradictions in methods. For example, Brunzell and HendricksonNelson [13] suggest planning eating in advance but also advocate
eating in response to hunger and satiety cues without clarifying when
to use these different approaches. We find that patients find this
mixing of models to be confusing.
Our approach to meal planning consists of a structured eating
program in which quantity of food consumed, type of food consumed
and spacing of meals, are all specified in advance. We explain the plan
Submit your Manuscript | www.austinpublishinggroup.com

For patients who need to gain weight in treatment, Calories need
to be prescribed to create gradual and systematic weight gain at a rate
of 2-3 pounds a week. If patients gain too quickly, then they need
to know that their Calories will be cut. Once a maintenance weight
has been achieved, Calories will be adjusted to keep weight within
a 5-pound range. This reassurance can be bolstered by reviewing
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Hospitalization or Residential levels of care, transfer to an inpatient
setting may be necessary. Most patients will admit that the structured
eating plan and predictable weight gain in a non-hospital setting is far
more acceptable than the more restrictive hospital setting that may rely
on more aggressive approaches to re-nutrition such as tube feeding,
TPN or mandatory supplements. It can be helpful for patients to know
that their feelings about their bodies can improve with treatment.
Patients can benefit from the knowledge that body image and beliefs
about weight can change during treatment. Although AN patients
gain a significant amount of weight during treatment (an average of
about 20 pounds), we have reported significant improvements on
all EDI-3 [26] scales at discharge, including improvements in Body
Dissatisfaction and Drive for Thinness [3].

Figure 1: Figure 1 illustrates weight gain and maintenance for an anorexia
nervosa patient in the Partial Hospitalization Program (PHP). The circles
represent weight on days of PHP with connected lines representing
contiguous days of treatment. Spaces early in treatment reflect weekends
and later denote outpatient meetings after discharge from PHP. The goal
weight range for this patient is represented by the two parallel lines at 104
lbs. and 109 lbs. respectively. The triangles are Calorie levels as seen on the
right vertical axis.

examples of weight charts like the one in Figure 1 which shows this
steady and predictable increase in weight followed by maintenance
in the goal weight range. It is both surprising and reassuring to many
patients how rapidly metabolic rate is boosted in response to increases
in Calories prescribed [25] (see triangles in Figure 1). Patients are
encouraged to view food as “medication” and the “dosage” is designed
to increase metabolic rate while creating predicable weight gain. If
weight gain is not the main goal of treatment, then the Calories are
adjusted to maintain a stable body weight that is consistent with the
patient’s genetic and/or biological predisposition and this can be
expected to lead to a marked decline in disturbed eating patterns,
as well as emotional and cognitive symptoms. It is our assumption
that normalization of body weight is absolutely required to promote
“healing” from the ravages of chaotic eating patterns and chronic
starvation/dieting.
Daily weighing protocol: All patients are weighed backwards on
a scale on treatment program days and their weight is recorded in
a medical record that can generate body weight graphs. Resistance
to blind weighing is countered by letting patients know that there
is a tendency to over-react to minor shifts in daily weight that we
strongly suggest that they focus on trends when we show them their
weight graph after the first week of treatment. Patients usually review
their weight graphs with their therapist weekly; however, some are
content to review weights less often. Some patients are particularly
sensitive to numbers and prefer to see their weight trends but without
the numbers.
Any deviation from the eating plan, whether under-eating or
over-eating, is strongly discouraged. Patients are encouraged to be
honest and consume every Calorie since failure to do so will result
in “bad data” leading to a poor understanding of their caloric needs
when they reach a maintenance weight. For patients who refuse to
follow the meal plan and cannot tolerate weight gain at the Partial
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Patients are strongly encouraged to be weighed weekly after
discharge by their therapist or physician and to swiftly return to a
higher level of care if downward weight trends cannot be interrupted
in outpatient treatment. There is a tendency to view readmission as
“a failure” and this inevitably results in a costly full-blown relapse.
Readmission for “booster treatment” early in the relapse process
can be very effective and much less costly than weight restoration
following a full relapse [3]. Even modest efforts to restrict intake must
be discouraged because of the risk of relapse and binge eating among
those who have never shown this eating pattern (i.e. almost 90% of
patients who present with the “pure restricting” eating pattern will
resort to binge eating weight over a 8 year follow-up) [27].
Overriding disruptive physiological and psychological cues:
The structured approach to meal planning is designed to temporarily
remove decision-making associated with eating by relying on a set
of rules for starting, maintaining and stopping eating. It is aimed
at overriding the complex physiological and psychological cues that
typically disrupt normal eating among those with eating disorders. It
is well-established that restrictive dieting and weight suppression lead
to extraordinary disruption in the physiological mechanisms that
regulate hunger and satiety. The profound biological and psychological
impact of severe dietary restriction and weight suppression is best
illustrated by the classic study of experimental semi-starvation by
Keys et al., [28] in which normal men lost a significant amount of
body weight over six months leading to dramatic disruption in
internal hunger and satiety cues, binge eating, food preoccupations
and emotional disturbance during weight loss. This study of normal
volunteers illustrates that binge eating, confusion in hunger and
satiety cues, food obsessions, and emotional symptoms did not
normalize immediately following weight restoration but persisted for
up to one year after body weight returned to normal levels. We have
summarized this study and described its relevance in distinguishing
primary from secondary symptoms of eating disorders [9,10,29]. It
also makes it clear that recovery is not possible without normalization
of body weight. The structured eating plan we advocate is a powerful
shorter-term strategy for countering the extreme starvation induced
physiological derangement that is typical of those suffering from
severe eating disorders. If restrictive eating, binge eating and
compensatory behaviors can be held in check, the damage caused by
severe weight suppression slowly abates and eating will become more
naturally regulated by internal signals.
It is well-known from the clinical literature on eating disorders
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that restrictive eating, bingeing and engaging in compensatory
behaviors can be triggered by a host of psychological (non-nutritional)
factors such as feeling fat, guilt, anxiety, depression, and anger [4].
These triggers may be functional by moderating unpleasant emotions
in the short run but they are obviously self-defeating in the long run.
Positive cues, such as feeling “in control,” virtuous or thinner, can
also trigger eating disordered behavior and, in some cases, the eating
disorder itself can have a positive connotation [8,30] which reinforces
continued symptomatic behaviors. Our structured eating plan is
designed to override intense psychologically driven “urges”, or shifts
in thinking and feeling that can trigger a collapse in adherence to meal
planning goals. In sum, eating for nutritional reasons is the long-term
objective. However, for most of those suffering from serious eating
disorders, psychological triggers are so intense early in treatment that
it is unrealistic to assume that eating can be normalized by simply
intensifying the focus on subtle hunger and satiety cues.
Meal planning phases
Meal planning can be divided into three phases. During the
initial phase of our approach to meal planning, Calorie levels are
specified in advance with an emphasis on completing all Calories in
the amounts and times prescribed. In this first phase, staffs members
take responsibility for planning and preparing meals after consulting
with the patient about certain food preferences and patients are
encouraged to complete meals within 30 minutes. On the first day
of treatment, the rationale for the plan is carefully explained and
patients are presented with three meals carefully chosen to be low
on the hierarchy of feared meals along with the statement: “I know
that you probably do not feel comfortable eating any of these meals;
however, they are carefully Calorie controlled. Which one of these
choices would you prefer?” Usually with some encouragement, one
of the meals is chosen. Patients are provided with the theoretical
rationale for the value of exposure to feared foods and response
prevention (i.e. inhibit compensatory restrictive dieting and other
compensatory behaviors) within the context of carefully monitored
body weight. Gradually, patients are provided with foods that elicit
greater anxiety and patients are shown that the Calories are kept
exactly at the level prescribed. As will be discussed later, the Calorie
level is set based on body weight, weight history, and recent eating
patterns. Body weight is assessed on each program day and changes
in Calorie levels are made to maintain goals for body weight in
treatment. This first phase usually lasts for one or two weeks based
on the patient’s success in acclimating to the structure of the meal
plan and their motivation to address idiosyncratic eating (slow eating,
inappropriate bite size, etc.). Even more resistant patients will comply
with staff encouragement and feedback so that they can select their
own foods in the next phase of treatment.
In the second phase, patients create their own meal plans but
work closely with staff members who provide feedback to help
maintain adherence to all aspects of the plan including a high level
of exposure to feared foods. Patients are also encouraged to challenge
“food ruts”, overly narrow eating patterns, by eating wide variety of
foods. This phase lasts from 5 to 10 weeks. In the third phase, patients
plan meals on their own with more relaxed staff feedback about
food choices. This phase often is implemented after the patient is
discharged from Partial Hospitalization or Residential Program levels
of care. The duration of this phase is quite variable. Some patients
Submit your Manuscript | www.austinpublishinggroup.com
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prefer the safety and security of adhering closely to the structure of
meal planning to mitigate guilt about perhaps eating “too much” and
guard against relapse. Patients may engage in this rigid form of meal
planning for six-months or a year or more and often endure social or
family pressures to stop meal planning and “eat normally.” We try to
remind patients and those close to them that while eating disorders
can have a fatal outcome, this is not the case for prolonged meal
planning. Even though rigid meal planning may not be aesthetically
pleasing, if it leads to a feeling of safety and prevents relapse, it is a
small price to pay. Moreover, because rigid meal planning is tedious
and time-consuming, it almost always wanes overtime. The eventual
goal is for patients to become more relaxed about the process of
eating evidenced by eating a wide variety of foods and consuming
an amount of food to maintain their healthy body weight without
reverting to restrictive dieting or dangerous compensatory behaviors.
It has been our experience that moving too quickly toward a more
flexible approach in some areas (e.g. making judgments about food
preparation, portion sizes and eating in response to hunger and
satiety cues) can lead to much slower progress in exposure to feared
foods and less confidence that body weight responds in a predictable
manner. It is better to err on the side of caution and meal plan longer
than necessary than to prematurely discontinue with the risk of
relapse.
In sum, the early phase of meal planning is highly structured; meals
and snacks are specifically designed to provide a high level of exposure
to feared foods. Greater flexibility is introduced in later phases of meal
planning but there still is an emphasis on adherence to “mechanical
eating” to reduce the likelihood of deviating from the nutritional
goals in treatment. During all three phases, psychoeducation related
to common dietary myths, the ineffectiveness of dieting, the effects
of starvation on behavior, and the biology of weight regulation are
critical to creating motivation to maintain compliance with program
principles.
Meal planning structure
Meal planning focuses on three specific components specified in
advance: 1) The quantity of foods consumed; 2) The types of specific
food items consumed; and 3) The timing or spacing of meals.
Quantity of foods consumed
For mildly or moderately emaciated AN patients, the initial
Calorie level is typically set at 1,800-2,200 a day and gradually
increased 3,500-4,000 Calories a day in 400-500 increments to
achieve the desired 2-3 pound-a-week rate of weight gain. The
rationale for increasing Calories in 400-500 Calorie increments is
that smaller increases would require more Calorie changes over the
course of treatment and since each increase is upsetting, fewer are
generally better. According to recent reports, a greater rate of weight
gain for mildly or moderately malnourished patients can be achieved
without medical complications [2,31-34]. Moreover, a higher rate
of weight gain has been shown in some studies to be an important
predictor of short-term clinical outcome after discharge [35,36].
Despite the findings that a rate of weight gain of 2-3 pounds a week is
achievable and safe for most AN patients, more than 70% of inpatient
programs increase Calories slowly and fail to achieve the 2 pounds
per week standard [11]. It has been recommended that for extremely
emaciated AN patients, the initial Calorie levels should be lower and
Ann Nutr Disord & Ther 4(2): id1044 (2017) - Page - 04
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the initial rate of weight gain should be slower to minimize the risk
of refeeding syndrome [37]. Therefore, for extremely emaciated AN
patients, particularly for those with hypokalemia, hypoglycemia,
hypophosphatemia or hypomagnesemia, we typically start Calories
at as few as 1,400-1,600 a day and placed them on a low carbohydrate
diet to reduce the risk of refeeding syndrome. Once laboratory values
normalize, Calories are increased to achieve the target rate of weight
gain of 2-3 pounds a week and their overall pace of weight gain tends
to be somewhat faster than for less emaciated patients. Consistent
with earlier reports, we have found that the greater rate of weight gain
is safe and we have not experienced any cases of refeeding syndrome
in the past 20 years.

Austin Publishing Group

based on understanding of the patient’s likely “non-dieting” body
weight in the absence of weight suppression. The widespread failure
to understand the fact that there are marked individual differences
in caloric needs and expected body weight means that most patients
require considerable psychoeducation regarding set-point, “settling
point,” and the biology of weight regulation to accept a higher body
weight [10,52].

There is significant variability in the Calorie requirements
to achieve the desired rate of weight gain goal of 2-3 pounds per
week [38-40] as well as the Calories required to maintain a stable
body weight. The reasons for this wide range have been attributed
to individual differences in body weight history, thermo-regulatory
response to food, fluid shifts, age, and physical activity [12]. However,
it is important to emphasize that Calorie needs vary considerably even
across individuals who do not have eating disorders [41]. Patients
with a history of obesity may be hypometabolic and gain weight easily.
Others require more Calories to achieve the 2-3 pounds of weight gain
per week. Kaye et al. [42] have shown the amount of exercise typical
for AN patients can account for a three-fold increase in the Calories
required to gain 1 kilogram of body weight. Patients are generally
receptive to the rationale that starting on a higher number of Calories
is effective in increasing metabolic rate which, in turn, burns more
Calories [25]. In our clinical experience, this protects against urges to
engage in binge eating. The number of Calories prescribed may seem
excessive to some emaciated patients, particularly those who have
maintained their weight on far fewer Calories prior to admission;
however, it is useful to remind patients that a 500 Calorie increase
translates into no more than one additional pound per week without
factoring in the increase in metabolic rate created by the Calorie
increase. Moreover, it is explained that Calories will be cut if the slope
of the weight gain curve is faster than that agreed upon. Once the
patient is 3-5 pounds from their tentative goal weight range, Calories
are reduced so that they can “settle” within a 5-pound range.

Metric for prescribing food intake: Calories versus the
Exchange System. Different meal planning systems have been
recommended in re-nutrition programs for eating disorders. As
indicated in the preceding sections, we rely on Calories in discussing
the quantity of food intake. Although little has been written about the
respective advantages and disadvantages of the various metrics used
with patients with eating disorders, we believe that the rationale for
prescribing Calories in a precise manner is appropriate on practical
and theoretical grounds. According to Reiter & Graves [53] the
two most common foundations for developing meal plans are the
Exchange System and My Pyramid (p.132). The Exchange System is
probably the most widely used approach in eating disorder treatment
programs and involves categorizing foods into six groups in which
the portion sizes are specified and the foods in each group are roughly
equivalent in caloric value and macronutrient content according to
the American Diabetes Association [54]. In this system, foods within
each nutrient-dense group can be traded or “exchanged” with another
food within that group. The Exchange System was developed for the
diabetic population and this patient group has no apparent systematic
selection bias toward selecting “exchanges” designed to lose weight.
The logic of the Exchange System is that the small Calorie differences
in equivalent exchanges would even out over time in the absence of
any systematic bias toward consuming fewer Calories. This contrasts
with eating disorder patients who characteristically try to restrict
food intake and Calories to lose weight. We sometimes illustrate
the problem with the Exchange System in the treatment of eating
disorders with the graphic illustrated in Figure 2. When it is explained
that both Apple 1 and Apple 2 represent two fruit exchanges, patients
are asked which one would they pick given their eating disorder and
they almost invariably pick Apple 2. If the choice is now between all
three apples, patients choose the smaller one (Apple 3) as part of their

In our adult partial hospitalization and adolescent residential
programs, we follow the same structured approach to nutritional
rehabilitation for patients with BN and other serious eating disorders
as employed for AN. The initial number of Calories typically
prescribed for BN patients is between 2,000 and 2,500 per day.
Prescribing Calories and carefully monitoring weight daily diverges
significantly from earlier recommendations by Fairburn for BN in
which patients are “actively discouraged from counting Calories, and
especially from any tendency to keep a running total” (p. 173) [43].
A detailed exploration of the patient’s weight history may reveal that
their weight is as suppressed as the typical for AN [44,46]. High levels
of weight suppression have been associated with higher levels of binge
eating [47], greater weight gain in treatment [48], poor outcome in
the cognitive-behavioral treatment of BN [49], and a longer time to
full remission [50]; although some studies have failed to replicate the
association with treatment outcome [51]. For those patients who are
highly weight suppressed, Calorie requirements are generally less than
for those closer to their highest weight. Ideally, Calories are adjusted

Figure 2: One large apple = 2 fruit exchanges. All three of the apples above
are “large” apples. What determines the eating disorder patient’s choice
versus that of the diabetic patient?
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restrictive dieting mindset. For patients with the proclivity for binge
eating, it may be a bit more complex; however, when asked to choose
this hypothetical apple, they also invariably pick the smaller apple
because of their predilection toward dieting. Nevertheless, in the act
of binge eating, they might lose control and eat the larger apple or five
apples (or more likely a highly calorific alternative).
With the Exchange System, eating disorder patients intentionally
or sometimes unintentionally tend to “shave” Calories by picking
a smaller quantity of food or lower Calorie food items (e.g. low fat,
diet foods) having the same exchange value. The problem with the
exchange system is that it is inherently imprecise and allows for
systematic estimation errors, in the context of extreme fears of “eating
too much.” The consequence is a tendency to drift toward restricting
caloric intake over time. As stated earlier, the final goal of treatment
is to help patients become more relaxed and natural in their approach
to eating. However, it is not necessary to progress toward this goal
in a linear manner. We use the analogy that structured eating is
like a splint on a broken bone- it maintains rigidity and structure
while healing takes place. In this case, structure allows a period of
stability followed by gradual and incremental progress toward a more
flexible or “normal” eating style. The intensity of fear around eating
is overwhelming early in treatment and this fear can be lessened by
reassurance that the system that we use is precise and that we are
committed to not having patients eat one Calorie above their meal
plan and by the same token, we want them to not eat one Calorie
less. By having knowledge of exactly how many Calories patients are
consuming, and carefully monitoring their weight, we can assure
them that they will not be allowed to gain outside of their weight
range. The reassurance, predictability, and safety are of paramount
importance. This practice helps build trust between patients and staff
as well as trust in the program’s efficacy. Later, once the patient can
see that weight and weight changes are predictable, with staff being
equally willing to cut Calories as to raise them in accordance with
the nutritional plan, patients are reassured. They virtually never
are enthusiastic about weight gain but in many cases, the lack of
predictability is the major source of fear. Patients in our program
have expressed that it is easy to “manipulate” the exchange system
and avoid challenging feared foods.
The meticulous attention to detail related to nutritional
rehabilitation (i.e. prescribing precise Calorie levels, showing
painstaking vigilance during meals, and therapists having daily access
of body weight) is meant to reassure patients that their worries about
food and weight are taken very seriously. We jokingly assert that we
are even more “obsessed” about Calorie level and weight than most
patients since our reputation depends on them being able to trust
that we will be conscientious and that we are ultra-responsible in
temporarily “managing” body weight. Thus, the structured nature of
the nutritional rehabilitation plan is designed to increase the person’s
control over the eating process and to minimize the tendency to lose
control over eating and body weight. The aim is for patients to begin
to develop confidence that they can eat the specified amounts of
food without inappropriate weight gain. We encourage “good data”
by discouraging symptomatic behavior so that patients can develop
confidence in their weight and intake over time.
Does Calorie-counting increase preoccupations with food and
Submit your Manuscript | www.austinpublishinggroup.com
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Calories?: One of the most commonly raised criticisms of counting
Calories and fat grams in meal planning is that it serves to reinforce
obsessive preoccupations with food. First, it is hard to imagine how
one could increase the level of Calorie preoccupation in a group
of eating disorder patients who are already obsessively fixated on
Calories. If there is a ceiling effect to preoccupation, most seriously ill
eating disorder patients are very near this ceiling. Second, particularly
for highly anxious, obsession and perfectionist patients, a more
precise system of quantifying food intake (devoid of estimation error)
increases certainty and predictability and this allows most to rather
quickly begin eating a wide range of foods in appropriate amounts.
These perfectionist patients have a cognitive style characterized by a
preference for order, precision, exactness, symmetry and sameness
in the interest of avoiding perceived adverse outcomes. In this way,
the cognitive style and information processing biases are harnessed
in the interest of the therapeutic goals of nutritional rehabilitation.
Third, this structured system related to food intake also works well for
impulsive patients who benefit from external controls to counteract
their tendency toward poor planning and impetuous decisions related
to food choices. Finally, perhaps the most compelling argument for
the system we propose is empirical in that we have achieved very
positive body weight outcomes using this nutritional rehabilitation
plan [3].
Calories as energy: It is often helpful to defuse the surplus meaning
that is ascribed to the word “Calorie” with a psychoeducational
approach. For patients, the word has often taken on a special and
pejorative meaning associated with body fat. Patients benefit from
being reminded that a Calorie is defined technically as a unit of
energy equal to the amount of heat required to raise one kilogram
of water by 1° Celsius under standard initial temperature. Calories,
just like British Thermal Units (BTUs), are simply units of energy. At
least for the purposes of energy and weight gain, patients need to be
reminded that “a Calorie is a Calorie is a Calorie” [9]. The same is true
for the pejorative connotations for word “fat” including the myth that
dietary fat converts directly to body fat unlike other sources of food
energy. Psychoeducation that reviews the importance of dietary fat
can be very helpful. For example, some essential fatty acids require
consuming dietary fat and lipids are necessary for the absorption of
fat-soluble vitamins, cellular membrane function, gene regulation,
wiring between brain regions (see [55] for an excellent summary).
“Intuitive Eating”: The structured eating plan we advocate
sharply contrasts with the intuitive or mindful approaches to
eating that emphasizes learning to eat in response to physiological
cues rather than situational or emotional cues [56,57]. Intuitive
eating is considered to have three central features: 1) unconditional
permission to eat when hungry and what food is desired; 2) eating for
physical rather than emotional reasons; and, 3) reliance on internal
hunger and satiety cues to determine when and how much to eat
[57]. It rests on the assumption that greater attention to hunger and
satiety cues are sufficient to override the profound physiological
disturbance created by severe or prolonged weight suppression and
chaotic eating. We believe that intuitive eating is a very constructive
approach for chronic dieters who may have mildly disordered eating
and weight preoccupation. It is the cornerstone of the progressive
approach to size acceptance as an alternative to traditional weight loss
programs [58,59]. Moreover, it has been shown that in obese chronic
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dieters, this approach does not lead to weight gain in the long run and
it is very helpful in improving the psychological functioning of those
plagued by the pattern of oscillation between dieting and overeating
[56]. However, given what we know about the profound disruption
of internal cues that results with significant and sustained weight
suppression (e.g. think again about the starvation volunteers), it is
naïve to assume that simply exerting greater willpower and redirecting
attention more sharply on internal cues are sufficient to correct the
problem with those with serious AN. As indicated earlier, in BN,
the magnitude of weight suppression can be as great as for AN but
the premorbid weight is simply higher [60]. Therefore, it is our view
that intuitive eating is a misguided approach to those with serious
eating disorders. At least in the short run, structured eating provides
a more effective framework for holding turbulent and unreliable
physiological and psychological cues in check while the salubrious
effects of nutritional rehabilitation take place. Patients report having
attempted “intuitive eating” prior to seeking treatment but have been
unsuccessful in their failed attempts to attend to unreliable cues
for hunger/fullness and/or their emotional states which results in
inconsistencies in gauging quantity and quality of food intake.

Types of Foodstuffs
At the beginning of treatment, most patients have little sense of
what constitutes “normal” eating. They try to restrict food intake,
delay eating and divide food into “good” and “bad” categories, and
engage in a host of idiosyncratic food avoidance and weight-losing
behaviors. It is common for patients to defend their food choices
by suggesting that they are mere “preferences.” It is more likely that
they feel compelled to make certain choices or engage in food-related
“safety-seeking behaviors” due to extreme fear of weight gain or loss
of control. Food choices are sometimes based on nutritional myths
(e.g., “Calories from dietary fat are stored as body fat, in contrast
to Calories from protein and carbohydrate, which are burned off”).
Some behaviors represent extreme interpretations of otherwise
sensible dietary guidelines. For example, limiting red meat, saturated
fats, or sugar may be sensible for the general population; however,
avoiding them because of an intense and irrational fear may be linked
to eating disorder psychopathology rather than based on sound
health recommendations. Even after considerable work has gone
into refuting nutritional myths, patients are typically overwhelmed
by intense anxiety elicited by certain foods and bodily sensations
(e.g. fullness) that have become associated with feared consequences.
Patients are anxious about the types of food they eat, the amounts
they consume, the timing of meals and the sensations of fullness that
they experience after consuming even meals of moderate size. Their
worry and anxiety about eating is the stimulus driving compensatory
behaviors. The most effective strategy to diminish intense foodrelated anxiety is repeated exposure to the food stimuli (quality and
quantity) that elicit the anxiety. Exposure therapy is a cornerstone
of our nutritional rehabilitation treatment plan. For exposure to be
successful, patients need to be exposed to fear eliciting food stimuli,
to be convinced that the dangers that they perceive to be associated
with these foods are unwarranted.
To ensure that exposure is maximized during the phase of
treatment where all meals are supervised, patients must select feared
foods as part of their meal plan. They are typically allowed to select
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no more than three specific foods that they simply do not like (as
opposed to foods that elicit fear because of their perceived or real
caloric density). Since most patients fear dietary fat, in our program,
meals consist of at least 25% dietary fat. Larger percentages of dietary
fat are sometimes prescribed to: 1) reduce the volume of food for
those who are prescribed a large number of Calories (3,000 or more);
or 2) to reduce the percentage of carbohydrates because of heightened
risk of refeeding syndrome or because they are diabetic; 3) to reduce
hunger, and 4) to provide exposure to certain feared foods.
Our program rarely uses liquid supplements. High Calorie liquid
supplements have been recommended in to promote weight gain with
a smaller volume of food and to help patients who are struggling with
satiety; however, they can also reinforce food avoidance and foster
dependence on artificial food sources [11]. It has been our experience
that some patients prefer liquid supplements because they permit
avoidance of feared foods and negative feelings associated with
eating. In these cases, it is important to emphasize that exposure and
desensitization to a wide range of food items is central to overcoming
eating fears and ultimately being able to regain personal control of
eating and eat in a “normal” manner. For a very small minority of
patients who are unable to complete meals early in treatment, we may
temporarily use liquid supplements along with regular meals.
Microwavable frozen entrées
The technology that we have employed for more than 20 years
relies heavily on commercially available frozen entrées. We realize
that there are valid criticisms of the widespread use of commercially
available frozen foods such as excessive sodium content and
potentially unwanted ingredients. However, the use of microwavable
foods is not being advocated as a lifestyle choice for the general public
but rather as part of a simple, and effective remedial strategy that has
proven helpful in assisting eating disorder patients in nutritional
rehabilitation. Commercially available packaged foods have several
distinct advantages over the traditional “cafeteria” dining used in
most eating disorder programs.
1. Portion-size controlled: A significant advantage of
microwavable frozen entrées is that the portions are predetermined
eliminating the guesswork in determining portion size. The controlled
portions and the precise measurements reduce fears of loss of control.
It also helps patients estimate portion sizes and appropriate servings
when they transition to a more flexible eating plan.
2. Calories and macronutrients are exact: The nutritional
information on the package specifying Calories per serving and the
grams of macronutrients (including dietary fat) are unambiguous.
This minimizes debate about the number of Calories in meals since
the content of each meal is printed on the package. Foods other than
packaged (e.g. frozen vegetables, liquids, and other readily available
foods) are also used but the portions are measured precisely and
checked by staff trained in meal planning. If certain meals are not
available, patients can easily switch one meal for another that is
calorically equivalent underscoring the primacy of Calorie content
over caloric connotation.
3. Technology can be transported home: One of the most
important benefits of microwavable meals is that the methodology
employed throughout treatment can be readily implemented with
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the same precision outside of treatment (weekend home visits) and
after discharge. This means that the blueprint for eating is consistent
throughout the course of treatment and after discharge. In contrast,
some other approaches (such as using hospital-based meals) require
the patient to adjust to an entirely new eating plan at discharge. We
tell patients that relapse prevention in the eating domain starts on
the first day of treatment and they can have confidence that what
they learn in treatment can be deployed once they are discharged.
Also, nutritional information is widely available for most foods in
restaurants which allow patients to engage in more “normal” eating
in social events.
4. Commercial health standards are high: Flash freezing and
commercial packaging reduces risk of spoilage and rapid heating
of frozen foods reduces leaching of water-soluble nutrients from
microwavable foods. Studies have shown that the nutritional value
of frozen fruits and vegetables are generally equal to or higher that
their fresh counterparts [61,62]. The CDC estimates that each year 48
million Americans get sick, 128,000 are hospitalized and 3,000 die of
food borne illness [63]. This risk is minimized in flash frozen meals.
5. Wide range of meal selection: The range of microwavable
frozen entrées available maximizes the ability to individualize
exposure to feared foods during the course of treatment. Schebendach
and colleagues [64] found that energy density and diet diversity are
predictive of weight maintenance in AN patients.
6. Cost-effective: In the treatment setting, microwavable foods
reduce costs since kitchen staff and an expensive commercial kitchen
are not required. The cost-savings can be reallocated to therapy staff
or translated into more economical treatment.
7. Simple and efficient: Relying on commercially available
microwavable frozen entrées makes meal preparation simple and
efficient. All meals can be reduced to interchangeable Calories and
this minimizes the amount of time immersed in meal preparation.
The simplicity of planning meals reduces obsession ruminations
surrounding meal planning and preparation.
8. Patients take responsibility for meal planning and
preparation: Early in treatment, patients select meals with staff
assistance and later take responsibility for planning and preparation
of all meals.
Common objections to microwavable foods
Patients and families often raise objections regarding the use of
microwavable foods. It is important to address these objections and
to reiterate that this aspect of meal planning is not intended to be part
of a permanent lifestyle change but rather is a plan that is effective in
healing the greatest health risk currently facing the patient.
Objections that need to be countered:
1. Using microwavable foods teaches poor nutrition: This
argument does not consider the context of the person trying to
overcome a life-threatening eating disorder. A major impediment to
eating is worry and uncertainty related to the effects of food on body
weight. The goal of frozen entrées is not to achieve a theoretical ideal
of “optimal nutrition” or to make a permanent lifestyle choice but
rather it is part of a remedial strategy that is very effective in dealing
with treatment and relapse. Also, this “mechanical eating plan”
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is efficient because it reduces the agonizing and time-consuming
decision-making that can take away from discussing meaningful
psychological topics. It is important to emphasize relative health risks
by weighing the enormous dangers associated with an eating disorder
versus the minor putative risks of microwavable or processed foods.
2. Patients will become accustomed to eating “unhealthy”
foods: Concerns are sometimes expressed that people will become
“addicted” to microwavable meals or develop enduring unhealthy
eating habits because of exposure to these foods. Again, context is
everything. What is “healthy” in one context may not necessarily
apply in another. We sometimes use the analogy that chemotherapy
would hardly be recommended to facilitate health for the general
public but in the right context, it can be lifesaving. Once the person’s
eating disorder has been resolved, we fully appreciate that there are a
range of non-eating disordered eating styles that could be considered
appropriate as the long-term goal.
3. Patients will become accustomed to eating large amounts
of food: Similarly, it has been argued that the amount of food
in nutritional rehabilitation should not exceed the amount that
patients would ordinarily eat at their target body weight based on
the theory that the exposure to greater amounts will lead to tolerance
to overconsumption [65]. This ignores the fact that the nutritional
setting conditions for those who are underweight or weight
suppressed are entirely different than those who have acclimated
to complete nutritional rehabilitation. In our experience, eating
disorders endure the same gradual normalization of appetite and
eating patterns months after weight restoration as described by the
Keys Starvation Study volunteers. Exposure to feared foods does
not mean that people will grow to like them anymore that exposure
therapy for a germ phobic (e.g. putting their hands in the toilet bowl
to eradicate their fear) would lead them to develop an affinity for
germs once the exposure therapy is complete.

Spacing Eating
The structured approach to meal planning includes eating
prescribed meals and snacks at set times spaced throughout the
day [9]. Ideally, the plan should include three meals and one or
two snacks spread evenly throughout the day. In general, eating
disorder patients have difficulties starting and stopping eating. Many
are fixated on myth-laden dieting rules or are highly ambivalent
about when and how much to eat. Typical problematic patterns are
skipping breakfast, delaying eating, or deciding that eating is not
permissible past a certain time in the evening. These tendencies can
be lessened by eating at specific pre-set times. In this way, the clock
becomes a potent discriminative stimulus for initiating meals which
makes delayed eating less likely. Eating at prearranged times, along
with other elements of meal planning mentioned earlier are designed
to operationally define “not dieting” since many patients are very
confused about what this means in practical terms. As mentioned
earlier, to encourage compliance, it is helpful to educate patients
about the metabolic benefits of spacing eating throughout the day.
There are circumstances where we deviate from the three meals
and two snacks plan. For example, we typically ask most patients
who begin in our 7-hours-a-day Partial Hospitalization Program
to consume all Calories within the program day which means that
they temporarily refrain from eating breakfast and evening snack.
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The rationale is to increase the likelihood that all prescribed Calories
are consumed early in treatment for underweight patients who are
nutritionally compromised or those prone to chaotic eating. We
explain that this should not be interpreted as punitive in any way
but rather reflects our concern that it would be unfair to burden
them with choices about how much to eat outside of therapeutic
supervision so early in treatment. It is important to be able to assure
patients that the number of Calories consumed need to be exact so
adjustments can be made to ensure that neither too many nor too
few Calories are being prescribed. Once patients feel confident in
eating per the structured meal plan, a breakfast and evening snack are
incorporated. Psychoeducational topics are emphasized that support
eating at regular pre-determined times. These include the metabolic
advantages of spreading meals out over the day including increasing
thermogenesis, lipid profiles and peak insulin response [66]. Finally,
eating according to the clock reduces the likelihood of binge eating or
under eating in reaction to internal or external non-nutritional cues.
In sum, nutritional rehabilitation plans vary significantly between
different eating disorder programs; however, it is noteworthy that the
details of this aspect of treatment are rarely specified and there is even
less written on the theoretical principles behind these approaches.
Despite the lack of detail, different approaches to nutritional
rehabilitation have been used successfully in different eating disorder
treatment programs. Our approach to meal planning and nutritional
rehabilitation was developed to add structure to the eating plan in a
partial hospitalization treatment and has been extended to adolescent
residential treatment. It can be easily explained and has high patient
acceptance by patients at the end of treatment. Moreover, it has
been shown to be effective in our settings [3]. We have found that
these same principles apply equally well with outpatients even
though the same level of rigidity and structure may not be required.
Nevertheless, given the notable contrasts between these approaches,
it would not be surprising to find that some patients would find one
system more palatable or more effective than another. Comparing the
relative effectiveness of different methods and matching effectiveness
to patient variables would be a fruitful area for future research.
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